
We are born. We die. 

What happens in between is up to us. 



$9.95 US

whatma�ersbooks.com

A book about lessons learned from life,
and the experiences shared by everyone.

Available where books are sold.
ISBN: 9780692185650
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he experiences touch on many topics, covering a multitude of 
situations. They reflect on different stages of personal growth, 
such as parenting, risk, learning, and self-esteem.

The lessons are wri�en as a series of quotes, and each quote is illustrated 
with a child's work of art. The accompanying art provides a visual 
emphasis to the quotes in a provocative, striking manner. 

Each page has the power to deliver an  impact that is forged forever into 
one’s memory. “What Ma�ers” is a story of a personal journey and the 
situations, behavior, and decisions that really ma�ered along the way.

 “What Ma�ers” conveys life’s lessons learned by one man, but which are 
applicable to everyone. These lessons, or observations, or truths in this 
book, such as they may be, apply to all of us in one way, shape, or form. As 
we live, as we age, and as we rise or fall, we will cross paths illuminated in 
“What Ma�ers.” 

https://whatmattersbooks.com/


Book Awards
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Phil Rainwater
Phil Rainwater has made a conscious effort to  
push himself to be wiser in all things undertaken. 
This focus has peeled away the layers of normality 
and has made him acutely aware of the lessons he 
has learned throughout his life. It’s from these 
lessons that What Matters has come to life.

While going through the normal exercise of creating a Will and Testament, 
Phil realized he had something to share with his three sons. That something 
was this mental and written  reservoir of his experiences, crystallized into 
quotes. He added these quotes to his Will, entitled 'What Matters'.

And from these quotes, written as lessons and a legacy to his sons, his book 
What Matters. was born. Knowing that serving others is part of his journey, 
Phil arranged for students in the Reston, VA school system to be part of this 
project. Phil has also pledged to donate 60% of book sales to The Pancreatic 
Cancer Action Network, The Reston Arts Center and The PTA of Buzz Aldrin 
Elementary School. Phil lives with his wife and sons in Arizona. You can read 
more about What Matters on his website at https://whatmattersbooks.com

Body Mind Spirit
Book Awards

Finalist

Independent Press
Awards
Winner

National Indie Excellence
Awards
Winner

“I received this lovely book as a gi� and 
was absolutely gushing when I read the 
passages.  Each page was heart felt 
with love, warmth and compassion.  
Perfect gi� for grandma/grandpa, mom, 
dad or child. This book can be enjoyed 
by ALL ages. It was a delight to read!”

- A. Moeller

https://whatmattersbooks.com/


Charities We Support
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PANCREATIC CANCER ACTION NETWORK  (PanCAN)
Fi�y percent (50%) of the net sales proceeds from What Ma�ers will be donated 
to the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network, aka “PanCAN” (pancan.org).

Pancreatic Cancer is the 3rd leading cause of cancer deaths.  If discovered,
there is a 91% probability of dying within 5 years.  At this time, there is no cure.  
"What Ma�ers" wants to make a difference in the cure of this disease.  
Purchasing this book for yourself or for your family, or sending this book 
as a gi� to another person, will help this important cause.

In appreciation for their help compiling the artwork for this book, 10% of the 
net sales proceeds will be donated to two Reston, VA community charities.

BUZZ ALDRIN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Five percent (5%) of the net sales proceeds from What Ma�ers will be donated to the 
PTA of Buzz Aldrin Elementary School (aldrinpta.com).

GREATER RESTON ARTS CENTER
Five percent (5%) of the net sales proceeds from What Matters will be donated 
to the Greater Reston Arts Center (restonarts.org).

About the Artwork
The artwork for each page was created by students 

at the Buzz Aldrin Elementary School in Reston, VA.

We are honored to have their visions and creativity, 

illustrating What Matters with innocence, 

imagination, inspiration, and pure hearts. 

Their art gave life to this book, giving wings to the 

words and allowing the meanings to soar beyond the pages.

https://restonarts.org
https://www.aldrinpta.com/
https://www.pancan.org/
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For press inquiries, media, book events, or interviews

Contact media@whatma�ersbooks.com
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Connect with What Ma�ers Books

h�ps://whatma�ersbooks.com

Facebook:  @whatma�ersbooks 

Instagram:   @whatma�ersbooks 

Twi�er:   @whatma�ersbks 

Pinterest:  @whatma�ersbooks

https://whatmattersbooks.com/
mailto:media@whatmattersbooks.com
https://www.facebook.com/whatmattersbooks/
https://www.instagram.com/whatmattersbooks/
https://twitter.com/whatmattersbks
https://www.pinterest.com/whatmattersbooks/



